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INVESTMENT  PH I LOSOPHY10

 This anecdote draws attention to one of the most fundamental concepts 
in investing: process versus outcome. In too many cases, investors dwell 
solely on outcomes without appropriate consideration of process. The focus 
on results is to some degree understandable. Results—the bottom line—are 
what ultimately matter. And results are typically easier to assess and more 
objective than evaluating processes. 1  

 But investors often make the critical mistake of assuming that good 
outcomes are the result of a good process and that bad outcomes imply 
a bad process. In contrast, the best long-term performers in any probabi-
listic fi eld—such as investing, sports-team management, and pari-mutuel 
 betting—all emphasize process over outcome. 

 Jay Russo and Paul Schoemaker illustrate the process-versus-outcome 
message with a simple two-by-two matrix (see exhibit 1.1). Their point 
is that because of probabilities, good decisions will sometimes lead to bad 
outcomes, and bad decisions will sometimes lead to good outcomes—as 
the hit-on-seventeen story illustrates. Over the long haul, however, pro-
cess dominates outcome. That’s why a casino—“the house”—makes money 
over time. 

 The goal of an investment process is unambiguous: to identify gaps 
between a company’s stock price and its expected value. Expected value, in 
turn, is the weighted-average value for a distribution of possible outcomes. 
You calculate it by multiplying the  payoff  (i.e., stock  price ) for a given out-
come by the  probability  that the outcome materializes. 2  

EXHIBIT 1.1 Process versus Outcome

Outcome

Good Bad

Process Used to 
Make the Decision

Good Deserved Success Bad Break

Bad Dumb Luck Poetic Justice

Source: Russo and Schoemaker, Winning Decisions, 5. Reproduced with permission.
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BE  THE  HOUSE :  PROCESS  AND  OUTCOME  IN  INVEST ING 13

 3.  Despite uncertainty, we must act . Rubin’s point is that we must base the vast 

majority of our decisions on imperfect or incomplete information. But we must 

still make decisions based on an intelligent appraisal of available information. 

 Russo and Schoemaker note that we often believe more information provides 

a clearer picture of the future and improves our decision making. But in reality, 

additional information often only confuses the decision-making process. 

 Researchers illustrated this point with a study of horse-race handicappers. 

They fi rst asked the handicappers to make race predictions with fi ve pieces of 

information. The researchers then asked the handicappers to make the same 

predictions with ten, twenty, and forty pieces of information for each horse in 

the race. Exhibit 1.2 shows the result: even though the handicappers gained 

little accuracy by using the additional information, their confi dence in their 

predictive ability rose with the supplementary data. 13  

 4.  Judge decisions not only on results, but also on how they were made . A good 

process is one that carefully considers price against expected value. Investors can 

improve their process through quality feedback and ongoing learning. 

EXHIBIT 1.2 More Information Does Not Lead to More Accuracy

Source: Russo and Schoemaker, Winning Decisions, 124. Reproduced with permission.
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EXHIBIT 2.1  A Sample of General Equity Funds That Beat the S&P 
500, 1997–2006

Fund Name

Ten-
Year 

Return 
(%)

Ten-Year 
After Tax 
Return 

(%) 
Turnover 

(%)

Assets in 
Top Ten 
Holdings 

(%)

Calamos Growth A 17.70 15.50 41 26.50
Weitz Partners Value 14.14 12.67 36 48.55
Weitz Value 14.13 12.37 40 50.61
Dodge & Cox Stock 14.05 12.27 12 29.22
Legg Mason Partners 
Aggressive Growth

13.96 13.11 5 53.83

Hartford Capital 
Appreciation

13.86 10.70 97 21.94

Third Avenue Value 13.18 11.93 7 37.46
MainStay MAP I 13.14 11.39 100 27.80
Longleaf Partners 12.81 11.02 7 56.04
Gabelli Asset AAA 12.75 11.37 6 16.61
Muhlenkamp 12.68 12.42 6 45.17
American Funds Growth 
Fund of America

12.45 10.56 22 17.66

Vanguard PRIMECAP 12.08 11.15 10 30.58
DFA U.S. Large Cap 
Value III

11.99 9.73 7 100.0

Van Kampen 
Comstock A

11.87 8.47 30 29.00

Legg Mason Value 
Trust

11.35 10.57 13 44.83

American Century 
Value Investor

10.87 7.81 134 25.90

American Funds 
Amcap A

10.87 8.67 20 21.83

Fidelity Contrafund 10.83 9.30 60 21.32
Franklin Rising 
Dividends A

10.53 8.67 8 40.46

Source: Morningstar, Inc.
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points out that the crux of the tension between the profession and business 
is that they operate at different rhythms. Long time horizons, low fees, and 
contrarian investing are good for the profession. In contrast, short time hori-
zons, higher fees, and selling what’s in demand are good for the business. 

 So what should investment fi rms do? Ellis says it well: 

 The optimal balance between the investment profession and the investment 

business needs always to favor the  profession , because only in devotion to the 

 EXHIBIT 2.2   Pointers to Make an Investment Firm a Business 

 ◆ Increase the number and enhance the stature of relationship managers, 

because whatever the performance, they’ll be able to keep clients longer—

and retention is the key to profi t maximization. 

 ◆ Charge relationship managers with explicit responsibility for cross-selling 

more and more asset classes and investment products to each client—to 

maximize “share of wallet” with each account. 

 ◆ Expand the number and improve the industrial selling skills of sales 

professionals. 

 ◆ Develop your organization’s “brand” or market franchise. 

 ◆ Expand into new markets—at home and abroad. 

 ◆ If you are strong in retail, expand into institutional. And if strong in insti-

tutional, expand into retail. 

 ◆ Focus on mastering relationships with investment consultants, those pow-

erful intermediaries who are involved in 70% of all institutional manager 

hiring. 

 ◆ Extend your fi rm’s product line into new asset classes and into all size 

variations—to diversify your business risk of dependence on superior 

investment results. 

 ◆ Limit the business risk of unexpected short-run investment results by 

hewing close to the index. 

  Source : Ellis, “Will Business Success Spoil the Investment Management Profession?” 14. Repro-
duced with permission. 
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THE  BABE  RUTH  EFFECT 25

a portfolio does not determine its performance; it is the dollar change in 
the portfolio. A few stocks going up or down dramatically will often have a 
much greater impact on portfolio performance than the batting average. 

 Bulls, Bears, and Odds 

 In his provocative book  Fooled by Randomness , Nassim Taleb relates an 
anecdote that beautifully drives home the expected value message. 3  In a 
meeting with his fellow traders, a colleague asked Taleb about his view of 
the market. He responded that he thought there was a high probability that 
the market would go up slightly over the next week. Pressed further, he 
assigned a 70 percent probability to the up move. Someone in the meeting 
then noted that Taleb was short a large quantity of S&P 500 futures—a 
bet that the market would go down—seemingly in contrast to his “bull-
ish” outlook. Taleb then explained his position in expected-value terms. 
Exhibit 3.1 clarifi es his thought. 

EXHIBIT 3.1 Frequency Versus Magnitude

Event Probability  Outcome Expected value

Market goes up 70 percent �1 percent �0.7 percent
Market goes down 30 percent �10 percent �3.0 percent
Total 100 percent �2.3 percent

Source: Author analysis.

 In this case, the most  probable  outcome is that the market goes up. But 
the expected value is negative, because the outcomes are asymmetric. 4  Now 
think about it in terms of stocks. Stocks are sometimes priced for perfection. 
Even if the company makes or slightly exceeds its numbers the majority of 
the time (frequency), the price does not rise much. But if the company 
misses its numbers, the downside to the shares is dramatic. The satisfactory 
result has a high frequency, but the expected value is negative. 

 Now consider the downtrodden stock. The majority of the time it dis-
appoints, nudging the stock somewhat lower. But a positive result leads 
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INVESTMENT  PH I LOSOPHY32

In so doing, they often fi nd anomalies, or results that are inconsistent with 
the theory (see the right side of exhibit 4.1). Anomalies force researchers 
to revisit the description and categorization stages. The goal is to be able 
to explain the phenomenon in question more accurately and thoroughly 
than in the prior theory. Proper theory building requires researchers to cycle 
through the stages in search of greater and greater predictive power. 

 That a theory must be falsifi able is a challenge for economists because a 
number of economic constructs assume an answer in their defi nitions. One 
example is utility maximization, which asserts that individuals act so as to 
maximize utility. But since we can defi ne utility in any way that is consis-
tent with the outcome, we can’t falsify the construct. 

 An example from fi nance is the capital asset pricing model. Economists 
use the CAPM to test market effi ciency, while the CAPM assumes mar-
ket effi ciency. In the words of noted fi nancial economist Richard Roll, 
any test of CAPM is “really a joint test of CAPM and market effi ciency.” 6  
 Christensen et al. suggest that a number of central concepts in economics 
should be properly labeled as “constructs” rather than “theories” precisely 
because they cannot be directly falsifi ed. 

 EXHIBIT 4.1   The Process of Building Theory 

  Source : Christensen, Carlile, and Sundahl, “The Process of Theory-Building.” Reproduced 
with permission. 
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INVESTMENT  PH I LOSOPHY38

 But stock price changes are not normally distributed, which has implica-
tions for our notions of risk and uncertainty, market timing, and money 
management. More specifi cally, stock price change distributions show high 
kurtosis—the mean is higher, and the tails fatter, than a normal distribution. 
(We may still say that a distribution exists that characterizes the market; it’s 
just not a normal distribution.) These return outliers are of particular inter-
est in understanding the characteristics of stock market returns over time. 

 To demonstrate this point, I looked at daily S&P 500 Index price 
changes from January 3, 1978, to March 30, 2007. The index’s annual 
return (excluding dividends) in that period was 9.5 percent. I then knocked 
out the fi fty worst days, and then the fi fty best days, from the sample (over 
7,000 days). Had you been able to avoid the worst fi fty days, your annual 
return would have been 18.2 percent, versus the realized ten percent. With-
out the fi fty best days, the return was just 0.6 percent. 

 This analysis may be attention grabbing, but it lacks a point of reference. 
To provide better context, I calculated a mean and standard deviation based 
on the actual underlying data and used those statistics to generate a random 
sample of the same size and characteristics. When I knocked out the fi fty worst 

 EXHIBIT 5.1   Volatility Is Clustered, January 1978–March 2007 
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 Volatility clusters show days with price changes greater than three standard deviations. 
  Source : FactSet and author analysis. 
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The second idea, reductive bias, says that we tend to treat non-linear, 
complex systems (the right-hand side of the continuum) as if they are linear, 
simple systems. A common resulting error is evaluating a system based on 
attributes versus considering the circumstances. For example, some inves-
tors focus solely on statistically cheap stocks (attribute) and fail to consider 
whether or not the valuation indicates value (circumstance).

Reductive bias also presents a central challenge for economists, who 
attempt to model and predict complex systems using tools and metaphors 
from simpler equilibrium systems. The bias demonstrates a number of con-
ceptual challenges, including the failure to consider novel approaches, nov-
elty clues, and system change.

None of this is to say that experts are infl exible automatons. Experts act 
with demonstrably more fl exibility than novices in a particular domain. Psy-
chologists specify two types of expert fl exibility. In the fi rst type, the expert 
internalizes many of the domain’s salient features and hence sees and reacts 
to most of the domain’s contexts and their effects. This fl exibility operates 
effectively in relatively stable domains.

The second type of fl exibility is more diffi cult to exercise. This fl exibility 
requires experts to recognize when their cognitively accessible models are 

EXHIBIT 6.1 Edges of the Problem Continuum

Discrete Continuous
Static Dynamic
Sequential Simultaneous
Mechanical Organic
Separable Interactive
Universal Conditional
Homogenous Heterogeneous
Regular Irregular
Linear Nonlinear
Superfi cial Deep
Single Multiple
Stationary Nonstationary

Source: Paul J. Feltovich, Rand J. Spiro, and Richard L. Coulsen, 
“Issues of Expert Flexibility in Contexts Characterized by 
Complexity and Change,” in Expertise in Context: Human and 
Machine, ed. Paul J. Feltovich, Kenneth M. Ford, and Robert R. 
Hoffman (Menlo Park, Cal.: AAAI Press and Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 1997), 128–9 and author.
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ARE  YOU  AN  EXPERT? 43

unlikely to work, forcing the experts to go outside their routines and their 
familiar frameworks to solve problems. This fl exibility is crucial to success 
in nonlinear, complex systems.

So how do experts ensure they incorporate both types of fl exibility? 
Advocates of cognitive fl exibility theory suggest the major determinant in 
whether or not an expert will have more expansive fl exibility is the amount 
of reductive bias during deliberate practice.4 More reductive bias may 
improve effi ciency but will reduce fl exibility. To mitigate reductive bias, the 
theory prescribes exploring abstractions across diverse cases to capture the 
signifi cance of context dependence. Experts must also look at actual case 
studies and see when rules do and don’t work.

Exhibit 6.2 consolidates these ideas and offers a quick guide to expert 
performance in various types of cognitive domains. Consistent with Exhibit 
6.1, we show a range of domains from the most simple on the left to the 
most complex on the right. The exhibit shows that expert performance is 
largely a function of the type of problem the expert addresses.

For rules-based systems with limited degrees of freedom, computers con-
sistently outperform individual humans.5 Humans perform well, but the 
computers are better and often cheaper. Computer algorithms beat people 
for reasons psychologists have documented: humans are easily infl uenced by 

EXHIBIT 6.2 Expert Performance Depends on the Problem Type

Domain 
Description

Rules based:
Limited Degrees
of Freedom

Rules based: 
High Degrees
of Freedom

Probabilistic:
Limited Degrees 
of Freedom

Probabilistic:
High Degrees
of Freedom

Expert
 Performance

Worse than
 computers

Generally
 better than
 computers

Equal to or
 worse than
 collectives

Collectives
 outperform
 experts

Expert
 Agreement

High
 (70–90%)

Moderate
 (50–60%)

Moderate/Low
 (30–40%)

Low (<20%)

Examples • Credit scoring
• Simple medical 

diagnosis

• Chess
• Go

• Admissions
offi cers

• Poker

•  Stock
market

• Economy

Source: Beth Azar, “Why Experts Often Disagree,” APA Monitor Online 30, no. 5 (May 1999) and author.
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 Some pundits are perfectly satisfi ed to chalk up Miller’s record to chance. 
For example, Gregory Baer and Gary Gensler write: “While we are happy for 
Legg Mason and its manager, Bill Miller, we view that outcome as roughly 
in line with random chance and as an indictment of active management.” 9  
More incredible is the comment (quoted at top) by well-regarded bond 
manager Bill Gross. In 2003, when the streak was at twelve years, Gross 
“snarled” that Miller’s performance is equivalent to rolling twelve sevens 
in a row with a pair of dice. We can only hope that Gross, who has a great 
investment track record and familiarity with gambling, was misquoted: The 
odds of rolling twelve sevens in a row are approximately 1 in 2.2 billion. 

 We can look at Miller’s streak two ways. The fi rst assumes that a constant 
percentage of funds outperform the market each year. We can then select 
a percentage and calculate the probability of one fund outperforming each 
and every year (see exhibit 7.1). For example, if you assume that mutual 
fund performance is essentially a coin toss—half of all funds beat the mar-
ket and half underperform—the odds of one fund beating the market for 

EXHIBIT 7.1 Probability That One Fund Will Outperform Each Year

Percent of Funds That Outperform the Market

Years 30% 40% 50% 60%

1 1 in 3 3 2 2
2 1 in 11 6 4 3
3 1 in 37 16 8 5
4 1 in 123 39 16 8
5 1 in 412 98 32 13
6 1 in 1,372 244 64 21
7 1 in 4,572 610 128 36
8 1 in 15,242 1,526 256 60
9 1 in 50,805 3,815 512 99

10 1 in 169,351 9,537 1,024 165
11 1 in 564,503 23,842 2,048 276
12 1 in 1,881,676 59,605 4,096 459
13 1 in 6,272,255 149,012 8,192 766
14 1 in 20,907,516 372,529 16,384 1,276
15 1 in 69,691,719 931,323 32,768 2,127
16 1 in 232,305,731 2,328,306 65,536 3,545

Source: Author analysis.
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fi fteen consecutive years is 1 in 32,768. Given that there were only 900 
comparable mutual funds at the beginning of Miller’s streak, his perfor-
mance looks impressive. 

 The problem with this analysis, though, is that outperforming the mar-
ket is not a fi fty/fi fty proposition for the average mutual fund. In fact, the 
average percentage of outperformance over the past fi fteen years was 44 
percent. If we assume a 44 percent ratio, the probability of one fund out-
performing for fi fteen years is roughly 1 in 223,000. 10  

 The second way of looking at Miller’s streak is to look at the actual per-
centages of funds that beat the market in each year (see exhibit 7.2). This 
allows us to determine the cumulative probability given what actually hap-
pened. This calculation shows that the probability of beating the market 
fi fteen years in a row (ended 2005) was about 1 in 2.3 million. A quick 
glance at the numbers shows why the odds are so low. Two years, 1995 and 
1997, create the camel-through-the-needle’s-eye probability, as only about 
10 percent of all funds beat the market in those two years. 

EXHIBIT 7.2 Percentage of Funds That Beat the S&P 500, 1991–2006

Year Funds Percent that Beat S&P 500

1991 889 47.7
1992 1,018 50.9
1993 1,289 72.0
1994 1,733 24.0
1995 2,325 12.6
1996 2,894 20.7
1997 3,761 7.9
1998 4,831 26.1
1999 5,873 51.4
2000 6,966 62.2
2001 8,460 49.7
2002 9,749 58.7
2003 10,780 56.7
2004 11,466 54.9
2005 11,329 67.1
2006 12,500 38.3

Source: Lipper Analytical Services and author analysis.

 Streaks and Luck 

 In money management, the magnitude of market outperformance (adjusted 
for risk) is the true bottom line. But streaks are intriguing because they are 
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EXHIBIT 8.1 Time, Returns, and Utility

Time Horizon Return
Standard 
Deviation

Positive Return 
Probability Utility

1 Hour 0.01% 0.48% 50.40% �0.488
1 Day 0.04 1.27 51.20 �0.464
1 Week 0.18 2.84 53.19 �0.404
1 Month 0.80 5.92 56.36 �0.309
1 Year 10.0 20.5 72.6 0.177
10 Years 159.4 64.8 99.9 0.997
100 Years 1,377,961 205.0 100.0 1.000

Source: Author analysis.

 probability  of loss or gain is important. Naturally, the longer the holding period 

in a fi nancial market the higher the probability of a positive return. (Financial 

markets must have a positive expected return to lure capital, since investors 

must forgo current consumption.) 

 2.  Myopia . The more frequently we evaluate our portfolios, the more likely we 

are to see losses and hence suffer from loss aversion. Inversely, the less  frequently 

investors evaluate their portfolios, the more likely they are to see gains. 

 Exhibit 8.1 provides some numbers to illustrate these concepts. 6  The 
basis for this analysis is an annual geometric mean return of 10 percent and 
a standard deviation of 20.5 percent (nearly identical to the actual mean and 
standard deviation from 1926 through 2006). 7  The table also assumes that 
stock prices follow a random walk (an imperfect but workable assumption) 
and a loss-aversion factor of 2. (Utility � Probability of a price increase � 
probability of a decline � 2.) 

 A glance at the exhibit shows that the probability of a gain or a loss in the 
very short term is close to fi fty/fi fty. Further, positive utility—essentially the 
avoidance of loss aversion—requires a holding period of nearly one year. 

 If Benartzi and Thaler are right, the implication is critical: Long-term 
investors (individuals who evaluate their portfolios infrequently) are willing 
to pay more for an identical risky asset than short-term investors (frequent 
evaluation).  Valuation depends on your time horizon.  
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INVESTMENT  PH I LOSOPHY56

investors adopt a long-term horizon, the equity-risk premium will dissi-
pate and the market will enjoy a onetime rise. 9  Changing the nature of the 
investors changes the nature of the market. If  all  investors were long-term 
oriented, the market would suffer a diversity breakdown and hence be  less  
effi cient than today’s market. 

EXHIBIT 8.2 Portfolio Turnover and Long-Term Performance

Turnover 
 (%)

Three-Year 
Annual 
Return (%)

Five-Year 
Annual 
Return (%)

Ten-Year 
Annual 
Return (%)

Fifteen-Year 
Annual 
Return (%)

�20 9.8 8.7 9.5 11.2
20–50 10.3 9.1 9.3 11.3
50–100 10.1 8.4 8.1 10.0
�100 9.2 7.6 6.6 8.8

Note: Data through 12/31/06.
Source: Author analysis, Morningstar, Inc.

EXHIBIT 8.3 Aggregate Return and Standard Deviation

Source: Author analysis.
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 A second and much more profound reason for high turnover is agency 
costs. Studies show that a portfolio of stocks trading below expected value 
will outperform the market (adjusted for risk)  over time . But because there is 
such a focus on outcome versus process, most institutional investors have 
time horizons that are substantially shorter than what an investment strat-
egy requires to pay off. 

 Portfolio managers who underperform the market risk losing assets, and 
ultimately their jobs. 10  So their natural reaction is to minimize tracking 
error versus a benchmark. Many portfolio managers won’t buy a controver-
sial stock that they think will be attractive over a three-year horizon because 
they have no idea whether or not the stock will perform well over a three-
month horizon. This may explain some of the overreaction we see in mar-
kets and shows why myopic loss aversion may be an important source of 
ineffi ciency. 

EXHIBIT 8.4 Ratio of Standard Deviation to Return

Source: Author analysis.
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EXHIBIT 8.5 Time and the Probability of Gain

Source: Author analysis.

EXHIBIT 8.6 Utility Index

Source: Author analysis.
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 What kinds of things do we do in response to stress? Sapolsky notes that 
our reactions are “generally short-sighted, ineffi cient, and penny-wise and 
dollar-foolish.” The body mobilizes to deal with the immediate threat. This 
stress response is effective in a crisis but can be very costly if you experience 
 every day  as an emergency. 2  

 Why Money Managers  Do  Get Ulcers 

 The research shows that stress stems from a loss of  predictability  and a loss of 
 control , where the common element is novelty. I believe that secular trends 
in the economy and in the money management industry are contributing 
mightily to the sensation of less predictability and control. 

 The loss of predictability, for instance, refl ects the accelerating rate of 
innovation in the global economy. For example, the average life of a com-
pany in the S&P 500 Index has gone from roughly twenty-fi ve to thirty-
fi ve years in the 1950s to about ten to fi fteen years today (see exhibit 10.1). 3  

EXHIBIT 10.1 Average Lifetime of S&P 500 Companies

Source: Foster and Kaplan, Creative Destruction, 13. Reproduced with permission.
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the long term can be the difference between life and death. When the stress 
passes, we can return to a more balanced state. But  chronic  stress keeps us 
on high alert, suppressing our natural balance. 

 Of particular importance for money managers, stress encourages a 
short-term focus. 8  Recent research shows that people (like other animals) 
often prefer small, immediate rewards to larger rewards in the future. For 
example, people prefer one apple today over two apples tomorrow. But if 
the trade-off is far enough in the future—for example, one apple in a year 
versus two apples in a year and a day—people are prepared to wait for the 
higher reward. Seeking short-term gains at the expense of more attractive 
long-term rewards is suboptimal for long-term investors. 9  

 How do we know that money managers are increasingly short-term 
oriented? We see it in the portfolio turnover data. Average portfolio turn-
over has surged in recent decades, going from roughly 20 percent in the 
1950s to well nearly 100 percent today (see exhibit 10.2). In 2006 alone, 
one out of fourteen equity funds turned its portfolio over at an annual 
rate of 200 percent or more; three in ten funds in excess of a 100 percent 
rate; and only one in four turned less than 30 percent. 10  

EXHIBIT 10.2 Mutual Fund Turnover, 1946–2006

Source: Bogle Financial Markets Research Center. Reproduced with permission. Morningstar, 
Inc., author analysis.
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 The turnover rise in the “passive” S&P 500 Index and lower commis-
sion costs suggest that a reasonable turnover level today is certainly higher 
than it was thirty or forty years ago. But most money managers are turning 
their portfolios too rapidly, resulting in substantial transaction and market 
impact costs, as well as an unnecessary tax burden. Short-termism is eating 
portfolio performance. 

 In the highly competitive money-management business, costs often play 
a prime role in separating the best- from the worst-performing funds. So 
we would expect to see a correlation between high turnover and low relative 
return. The data bear this out. In 1997, Morningstar did a comprehensive 
study of turnover and performance for U.S. equity funds.   It showed that 
low-turnover funds outperformed high-turnover funds over various time 
horizons (see exhibit 10.3). 11  The study also suggested that turnover did 
enhance performance for riskier funds, a fi nding that the academic research 
also supports. 12  

 When updated through year-end 2006, these data show a similar result. 
Analysis confi rms that the second-lowest turnover group (20 to 50 percent) 
delivered the best returns over the past one-, three-, and fi ve-year periods. 
Based on this analysis, we believe that the appropriate turnover for an active 
fund is somewhere in the 20 to 100 percent range. The low end, with 
an eighteen-month to fi ve-year implied average holding period, appears 
appropriate for value funds and the upper end’s twelve to eighteen months 

EXHIBIT 10.3 Portfolio Turnover and Long-Term Performance

Turnover
     %

One-Year 
Annual 
Return %

Three-Year 
Annual 
Return %

Five-Year 
Annual 
Return %

Ten-Year 
Annual 
Return %

�20 27.0 23.9 17.2 12.9
20–50 23.1 21.9 16.6 12.5
50–100 21.8 21.8 17.0 12.6
�100 17.6 19.8 15.0 11.3

Note: Data through 6/30/97.
Source: Morningstar, Inc.
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second, consistency allows us to avoid the consequence of reason—namely, 

that we have to change. The fi rst allows us to avoid thinking; the second 

allows us to avoid acting. 

  •  Social validation . One of the main ways we make decisions is by observing 

the decisions of others. 3  In a famous illustration of this point, psychologist 

Solomon Asch put a group of eight subjects in a room and showed them a 

series of slides with vertical lines of various lengths. He asked the group to 

identify which line on the right matched the length of the one on the left (see 

exhibit 11.1). The answer was obvious, but Asch instructed every member of 

the group, save one, to give the same, wrong answer. 

 The subjects, bright college students, were clearly confused, and one-third 

of them went with the majority view even though it was obviously incorrect. 

While extreme, Asch’s experiment shows how we all rely to some degree on 

what others do. 4  

EXHIBIT 11.1 The Asch Experiment

Source: Illustration by author, based on Asch, “Effects of Group Pressure 
Upon the Modifi cation and Distortion of Judgment.”
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 In Kahneman’s model, system 1 uses perception and intuition to generate 
 impressions  of objects. These impressions are involuntary, and an individual 
may not be able to verbalize them. He argues that system 2 is involved in all 
 judgments , whether or not the individual is making decisions overtly. Intu-
ition is a judgment that refl ects an impression. Kahneman’s work (along with 
that of his collaborator, Amos Tversky) shows how impressions can lead to 
judgments that are suboptimal according to classical economic theory. 

 So the evidence suggests that you can’t separate emotions (system 1) 
from decisions (system 2). In fact, as Damasio showed, system 1 needs 
to operate normally in order for you to make good judgments. From an 
investor’s standpoint, two questions become central: What infl uences our 

EXHIBIT 12.1 Comparison of the Experiential and Analytical Systems

Experiential System Analytical System

 1. Holistic  1. Analytic
 2. Affective: Pleasure/pain 

oriented (what feels good)
 2. Logical: Reason oriented (what is 

sensible)
 3. Associationistic connections  3. Logical connections
 4. Behavior mediated by “vibes” from 

past experiences
 4. Behavior mediated by 

conscious appraisal of events
 5. Encodes reality in concrete images, 

metaphors, and narratives
 5. Encodes reality in abstract 

symbols, words, and numbers
 6. More rapid processing: Oriented 

toward immediate action
 6. Slower processing: Oriented 

toward delayed action
 7. Slower to change: Changes with 

repetitive or intense 
experience

 7. Changes more rapidly: Changes 
with speed of thought

 8. More crudely differentiated: Broad 
generalization gradient; 
stereotypical thinking

 8. More highly differentiated

 9. More crudely integrated: 
Dissociative, emotional

 9. More highly integrated: 
Cross-context processing

10. Experienced passively and 
preconsciously: We are seized by 
our emotions

10. Experienced actively and 
consciously: We are in control of 
our thoughts

11. Self-evidently valid: 
“Experiencing is believing”

11. Requires justifi cation via logic and 
evidence

Source: Epstein, “Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory.” Adapted by permission.
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 The researchers posit that the subjects leaned on probabilities because there 
was no way for them to judge the attractiveness of the payoffs—the payoffs 
lacked affective meaning. Scientists see examples of this probability domi-
nance in other fi elds as well, including studies of life-saving interventions. 

 In contrast, when payoffs are vivid—that is, when they carry substantial 
affective meaning—subjects tend to place too little emphasis on probabili-
ties and too much emphasis on outcomes. For example, researchers fi nd 
that lottery players tend to have the same feelings about playing the lot-
tery whether the probability of winning is one-in-ten million or one-in-ten 
thousand because the payoff is so affective. This feature of the theory also 
offers an explanation as to why handicappers consistently overestimate the 
odds of a long shot at the racetrack and why people fear fl ying. 

 The bottom line is that when investors feel good about an investment 
idea, they deem the risks low and the returns high irrespective of more objec-
tive probabilities. 7  And when they dislike an idea, the inverse is true—risk is 

 EXHIBIT 12.2   Affective Psychology of Risk 

  Source : Rottenstreich and Hsee, “Money, Kisses, and Electric 
Shocks.” Used by permission of Blackwell Publishing. 
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of worker ants, which are essentially blind, sometimes separates from the 
colony. Since no individual ant has any idea how to relocate the rest of the 
colony, all of the ants rely on a simple decision rule: follow the ant in front 
of you. If enough individuals follow the strategy (i.e., they reach the tipping 
point), they develop a circular mill, where ants follow each other around in 
circles until death. One such mill persisted for two days, had a 1,200-foot 
circumference, and a circuit time of two and a half hours (see exhibit 13.1). 
Eventually, a few workers created the requisite diversity by breaking away 
from the trail, and the mill dissipated. 9  

 Of course, for the ants imitation is hard-wired genetic behavior, not 
cultural. Investors, in contrast, have the ability to think independently. 
However, Charles MacKay’s famous words from over 150 years ago 
remind us that avoiding the imitation trap is an age-old problem: “Men, 
it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in 
herds, while they recover their senses slowly, and one by one.” 10  

EXHIBIT 13.1  A Circular Mill of Army Ants     

Source: Author analysis.
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EXHIBIT 16.1  Chess Masters Don’t Lose Average Move Quality When 
They Are Time Constrained

Source: Gary Klein, Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 
1998), 163.

4. Stress because of time constraints, high stakes, or both. Stress is clearly a fea-

ture of investing.

5. Decisions may involve multiple participants. This means that the decision 

maker may be working with various partners who may impose decision-making 

constraints.

How do naturalistic decision makers decide? Olsen identifi es three pri-
mary behaviors. The fi rst is an ability to rely heavily on mental imagery and 
simulation in order to assess a situation and possible alternatives.7

The second behavior is the ability to recognize problems based on pat-
tern matching. Experts are able to connect a known pattern to a specifi c 
situation. Gary Klein and his colleagues studied the average move quality of 
chess masters and class B players under regulation (135 seconds per move) 
and blitz (6 seconds per move) conditions. They found that while the aver-
age move quality improved markedly for the class B players under regula-
tion conditions, the quality of the moves under either set of conditions was 
relatively unchanged for the masters (see exhibit 16.1). Chess masters can 
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EXHIBIT 16.2 Behavior Responses of CFA Charterholders

Question 1. The ability to construct a coherent and complete “story” with 
the facts of a situation is the most important task when making a decision 
or recommendation.

Agree 93% Disagree 7%

Question 2. As a forecasting/recommendation task becomes more complex 
and diffi cult, I tend to rely more on judgment and less on formal, quanti-
tative analysis.

Agree 64% Disagree 36%

Question 3. Quantitative valuation models are less useful in analyzing secu-
rities of new or more volatile companies.

Agree 89% Disagree 11%

Question 4. When a high level of outcome accuracy is diffi cult or costly to 
achieve, I tend to use procedures that are less costly even though they are 
less accurate.

Agree 80% Disagree 20%

Question 5. I make decisions manageable by ignoring unlikely outcomes.

Agree 62% Disagree 38%

Question 6. I make decisions manageable by ignoring outcome states that 
are not grossly different from others.

Agree 82% Disagree 18%

Question 7. I make decisions manageable by associating outcomes with a 
probability range instead of a point estimate.

Agree 75% Disagree 25%

Question 8. As I become more uncertain about my ability to predict out-
comes, I give greater weight to negative information about alternatives.

Agree 86% Disagree 14%

Source: Robert A. Olsen, “Professional Investors as Naturalistic Decision Makers: Evidence
and Market Implications,” The Journal of Psychology and Financial Markets 3, no. 3 (2002):
Table 2, 163.

Exhibit 16.2 shows the results. As Olsen summarizes, the response to 
the fi rst question supports the idea that expert investors make heavy use 
of mental imagery. Over 90 percent of the respondents say that creating a 
story based on facts is important to their investment decisions.

The answers to questions two to four suggest that the decision process of 
the investment pros is context dependent. Investors change their approaches 
as the circumstances dictate.
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EXHIBIT 17.1 Strength and Weight of Hypothesis Test

This bias leads to a distinctive pattern of over- and underconfi dence. 
When the strength of evidence is high and the weight is low—which accu-
rately describes the outcome of many Wall Street-sponsored surveys—people 
tend to be overconfi dent. In contrast, when the strength is low and the evi-
dence is high, people tend to be underconfi dent.

Exhibit 17.1 shows strength and weight combinations. When both are 
high, the conclusion is likely to be obvious. When both are low, the fi nding 
is unlikely to be relevant. In the two remaining boxes, however, we run the 
risk of misjudging the evidence.

The winner’s curse is another concrete example of the risk of weight-
ing information incorrectly.5 The winner’s curse says that in a competi-
tive auction, the highest bidder will typically overpay for the asset. Hence 
the bidder “wins” the auction but is “cursed” by the overpayment. When 
appraising an asset’s worth, investors often dwell on the average value that 
various bidders are likely to pay. But the only value that ultimately matters 
is what the highest bidder is willing to pay.6

Information weighting underscores that not all information is of equal 
value and relevance. Investors must be constantly diligent to avoid pitfalls 
related to improper information weighting.
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Misleading by Sample

Understanding what’s going on—what value-added resellers are saying, how 
employees feel about their company, or the purchase intentions of chief 
information offi cers (CIOs)—can be very useful to an investor. But getting 
an accurate view of the group is often not easy.

Statistics provide some guidelines for how large a population sample you 
need to create a reasonably accurate picture of the group. But in many 
cases, the underlying population is normally distributed. An appropriate 
sample of the height of adult women, for example, would provide a good 
sense of the average and distribution of female heights.

Many populations are not normally distributed, however, and here is where 
some problems arise. For instance, CIO surveys of expected technology spend-
ing often target Fortune 1000 companies. Assuming that technology spending 
as a percentage of sales is randomly distributed, which CIOs are included in 
the survey can make a huge difference to the outcome.
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EXHIBIT 17.2 Sales Distribution for the Fortune 1000

Source: Fortune.com and author analysis.
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by perceived trends. This analysis can run into the problem of contingent 
probability. Say that you judge the probability of a company’s orders being 
below expectations at 70 percent based on some new survey results. And 
say that there’s a 70 percent chance that a specifi c supplier will suffer as 
well. The chance that the supplier misses its number is less than 50 percent 
(0.70 � 0.70 � 0.49).

Researchers have shown that people tend to overestimate the likelihood 
of two events occurring. This error is called the conjunction fallacy and 
occurs because we tend to lump thoughts into categories. Investors working 
off derivative calls must be very alert to avoid the conjunction fallacy.12

Seeking new information is a worthy goal for an investor.13 My fear is 
that much of what passes as incremental information adds little or no value, 
because investors don’t properly weight information, rely on unsound sam-
ples, and fail to recognize what the market already knows. In contrast, I 
fi nd that thoughtful discussions about a fi rm’s or an industry’s medium- to 
long-term competitive outlook are extremely rare.
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Performance

Source: http://www2.cio.com/techpoll/index.cfm and author analysis.
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in twelve seconds (see exhibit 18.1). With that, the Wright brothers 
launched multiple industries and forever altered the nature of long-
 distance travel. 

 How did the Wright brothers achieve their world-changing feat? They 
neither relied on divine inspiration nor started with a clean slate. You could 
best describe the fi rst plane as a recombination of known ideas and tech-
nologies. 1  As management professor Andrew Hargadon says, all innova-
tions represent some break from the past, built from pieces of the past. The 
Wrights’s genius was the insight that combining a light gasoline engine, 
some cables, a propeller, and Bernoulli’s principle would result in a fl ying 
contraption. 

 Investors need to appreciate the innovation process for a couple of rea-
sons. First, our overall level of material well-being relies heavily on inno-
vation. Second, innovation lies at the root of creative destruction—the 
process by which new technologies and businesses supersede others. More 
rapid innovation means more success and failure for companies. 

EXHIBIT 18.1 The Wright Brothers First Flight Source: Corbis Corporation.
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 How Does Wealth Happen? 

 Economist Paul Romer often starts with a very simple question, How is it 
that we are wealthier today than we were 100 or 1,000 years ago? After all, 
the underlying quantity of the world’s raw materials—in the extreme, the 
earth’s total physical mass—hasn’t changed, and we have to divide this mass 
among a much larger human population. Yet worldwide per capita GDP 
is roughly thirty times what it was a millennium ago, with much of the 
increase occurring in the past 150 years (see exhibit 18.2). 2  

 Romer’s rather straightforward explanation is that we have progres-
sively learned how to rearrange raw materials to make them more and 
more valuable. Whereas control over physical resources was the primary 
source of wealth one hundred years ago (in 1896, ten of the twelve com-
panies in the Dow were in commodity businesses), today the ideas and 
formulas to manipulate raw materials form the engine of wealth creation. 

EXHIBIT 18.2 The Explosion in Per Capita GDP

Source: Angus Maddison and author estimates.
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the total number of seconds that have elapsed since the Big Bang created the 
universe. 

 This leads to the fi nal implication: more idea building blocks lead to 
more innovation, which ultimately leads to faster aggregate growth. For 
companies that largely rely on physical resources, the costs associated with 
scarcity lead to diseconomies of scale and hence limit size and growth. 
Companies that primarily create knowledge don’t face the same barriers 
(although they may face other challenges). 

 We can see how this theme of size begetting growth plays out on a 
national level. The per capita GDP growth of the United States (which 
we measure in roughly forty-year increments) has actually been  accelerating  
over the past two hundred years in spite of the economy’s increasing size 
(see exhibit 18.3). In a world of ideas, size per se may not be a governor of 
growth. In fact, the opposite may be true. 

EXHIBIT 18.3 Size Does Not Impede U.S. Growth

Source: Angus Maddison and author estimates.
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  Sic Itur ad Astra  (This Is the Way to the Stars)   

 We should expect three interrelated drivers—scientifi c advances, informa-
tion storage capacity, and gains in computing power driven by Moore’s 
Law 5 —to continue to spur innovation at an accelerating rate. Here I focus 
on one aspect of innovation: changes in information transmission. 

 In his provocative book  As the Future Catches You , Juan Enriquez traces 
the evolution of human symbolic communication. 6  Twenty or thirty thou-
sand years ago, Paleolithic people painted on cave walls (see exhibit 18.4). 
Scientists believe these drawings communicated rituals related to hunting.    
These paintings are beautiful, but since they can’t be reproduced or moved, 
they have limited communication value. 

 Communication technology improved when Mesopotamian and Egyp-
tian civilizations introduced written alphabets using cuneiform letters 
and hieroglyphics about 5,000 years ago (see exhibit 18.5). This period 
also saw some of the fi rst symbols for mathematical expression, based on 

EXHIBIT 18.4 Cave Painting Source: Corbis Corporation.
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 physical tokens. These crude alphabets were a large step in the right direc-
tion but remained cumbersome. Typically, only the elite in these societies 
were literate. 

 The Chinese developed characters that allowed for greater standardiza-
tion (see exhibit 18.6). A simpler form of symbolic communication, this 
alphabet allowed the Chinese to print books using wood blocks roughly 
500 years before Gutenberg invented the printing press in Europe. 

 The Greeks simplifi ed many sounds into just a few letters, which serve 
as the basis for the twenty-six-letter Roman alphabet used in many  western 
 languages today. We can combine these letters to represent almost any 
 concept. This alphabet helped contribute to a sharp rise in literacy and 
improved the world’s standard of living. 

 But shortly before World War II, another language came to promi-
nence—the language of 1s and 0s. Binary or digital language allows us to 
encode almost any information possible—from words, to music, to the 
map of the human genome   (see exhibit 18.7). 

 Because digital language is simple, we can code, transmit, and decode 
it very quickly. 7  It also maintains remarkable fi delity and is easy to store. 

EXHIBIT 18.5 Hieroglyphics—Syllabic Signs Source: Corbis Corporation.
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 EXHIBIT 18.6   “Consilient Observer” Written in Chinese  

  Source : Jean Yu. 

EXHIBIT 18.7  “ Consilient Observer” 
Written in Binary Code

   Source : http://nickciske.com/tools/binary.php. 
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Exhibit 18.8 shows the change in information production from 1999 to 
2002. Note the large increases in magnetic and optical storage mediums. 

 What does all of this mean for innovation? Because of the fl exibility 
of digital language, we can now identify and manipulate building blocks 
like never before. Combine this with the growing inventory of building 
blocks, and the conclusion is that the rate of innovation is likely to acceler-
ate. Changes in healthcare, for example, will likely be sweeping as scientists 
combine digitization, biological knowledge (the map of the genome), and 
increased computing power. 

 Creative Destruction—Here to Stay 

 Twenty-fi rst-century Wright Brothers have unprecedented access to and 
ability to fi nd combinatorial solutions. And wealth in the future is likely to 
follow those who create the useful ideas instead of those who execute those 
ideas. 
        

EXHIBIT 18.8 Worldwide Storage of Original Information

Storage 
Medium

2002 Terabytes 
Upper Estimate

1999–2000 
Terabytes Upper 
Estimate

% Change Upper 
Estimates

Paper 1,634 1,200 36%
Film 420,254 431,690 −3%
Magnetic 4,999,230 2,779,760 80%
Optical 103 81 28%
TOTAL 5,421,221 3,212,731 69%

Source: Lyman and Varian, “How Much Information? 2003.” Reproduced with permission.
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a sharp downswing as the pruning process takes hold. The process appears 
very wasteful when we see how many alternatives it dismisses. But ulti-
mately the interplay between technical capabilities and market choices 
selects a product design that best suits the environment. 

 This pattern has played out over and over in the business world. 6  Take two 
giants in the annals of American industry—the automobile and television 
(see exhibit 19.1). In both cases, investors allocated capital liberally in the 
early phases as each industry’s growth potential was signifi cant but uncertain. 
But both industries saw steep declines in the number of competing fi rms over 
time, especially once the industry gravitated toward a dominant design. 

 The more recent history of the disk drive and personal computer indus-
tries shows the same pattern (see exhibit 19.2), although the pruning pro-
cess occurs over a much shorter period. What took thirty years in the auto 
industry a century ago took fi fteen years for the disk drive industry and 
more like a decade for the PC manufacturers. 

 The Internet, too, went through a similar process at the turn of the 
twenty-fi rst century (see exhibit 19.3). Although the Internet is not an 
industry per se, there was a period of rampant experimentation through 
the late 1990s. The pruning process came forcefully in 2001; according 
to Webmergers.com, 544 Internet companies were shut down in 2001, 

EXHIBIT 19.1 The Decline of Firms

Source: Utterback, Mastering the Dynamics of Innovation, 35 and 38, and author estimates. Used by permission.
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EXHIBIT 19.2 More Declines: Disk Drives and Computers

Source: DISK/TREND reports, Management Science, and author estimates.

EXHIBIT 19.3 Internet Failures

Source: WebMergers.com, CommScan, and author estimates.
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up from 223 in 2000. Through the fi rst half of 2002, shutdowns dropped 
almost 75 percent from the previous year’s total. 7  While the excesses of the 
Internet and telecom booms in the late 1990s carried into the twenty-fi rst 
century, this boom-and-bust pattern is by no means unique. I expect to see 
the same process unfold in the future. 

 As we transition from infants to adults, we trade vast mental fl exibility 
for capabilities tailored to our environment. Skill and competence improve 
even as the number of synaptic connections declines. What occurs in the 
business world is comparable. An industry continues to grow even as the 
number of competitors shrinks as forces select a dominant design, process, 
or both (see exhibit 19.4). 

 Pundits often deride the boom-and-bust phenomenon as wasteful 
and speculative even though it provides the necessary platform for future 
growth. Further, over the 3 billion years of life on earth, nature has repeat-
edly settled on this process. In fact, paleontologist David Raup draws a 
direct analogy between the stock market and the fossil record. 8  

 Investors: Use the Brain 

 Now that the picture has been fi lled out a little more, let’s return to
investor benefi ts. The fi rst is a basic appreciation for the existence of the 

EXHIBIT 19.4 The Personal Computer and Disk Drive Industries

Source: DISK/TREND reports, Management Science, and author estimates.
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boom-and-bust pattern and why it is so prevalent. In effect, when the
environment is uncertain, it helps to start with lots of alternatives (e.g.,
synaptic connections) and then select (via pruning) the ones that are best 
given the environment. The process is undoubtedly costly because lots of 
energy and resources necessarily go to waste, but it’s the best one going. 

 The second benefi t is how this process plays into manias. Imagine a 
baby’s brain as a market, with each synapse representing a company or 
entrant. When the baby is born, the market is buzzing because the brain 
is creating a lot of synapses and some will be wildly successful. Enthusiasm 
reigns. Introduce prices, and you have a foundation for a mania. 

 Investors use price as an important cue, among others, toward a busi-
ness’s potential success. As the price is bid up, humans naturally want to 
participate. A positive-feedback loop kicks in, which bootstraps a mania. 
But as we know, many synapses, or companies, don’t make it. The path to 
innovation is paved with failure and waste. 

 Market participants must recognize, however, that because the business 
environment is generally fl uid in periods of innovation, it’s often hard to 

EXHIBIT 19.5 OEM Hard Disk Drive Survivors

Market Capitalization (in thousands)

Company 12/31/1984 6/30/2000 History

Miniscribe $51,720  Bankrupt assets purchased by Maxtor
Masstor $51,786 Bankrupt
Rodime $53,095  Licensing patents only
Iomega $106,068 $1,100,000 Ongoing
Cipher Data $298,056  Acquired by Archive Corporation
Computer 

Memories
$35,685 Acquired by investor group

Onyx � IMI $14,399  Acquired by Corvus Systems Inc.
Seagate $220,795 $12,000,000 Ongoing
Quantum $199,836  Split into two tracking stocks
DSS (Quantum) $1,400,000 Ongoing
HDD (Quantum)  $888,000 Ongoing
Micropolis $43,826 Purchased by Singapore Technologies
Priam $77,682  Bankrupt assets purchased
Tandon $304,710 Assets purchased by Western Digital
Total $1,457,658 $15,388,000

Source: Bygrave, Lange, Roedel, and Wu, “Capital Market Excesses,” 13. Reproduced with permission.
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So investors can’t just consider innovation; they must assess how the market 
will consider innovation. Therein lies the potential opportunity. 

 Goldilocks Expectations: Too Cold, Too Hot, Just Right 

 There is substantial evidence that industry sales and earnings trace an S-curve 
after a discontinuity or technological change. 4    Growth starts slowly, then 
increases at an increasing pace, and fi nally fl attens out (see exhibit 20.1). This 
diagram is useful for thinking about shifting expectations. Investors (indeed 
humans in general) often think linearly. So at point A, investors do not fully 
anticipate the growth and economic returns from an industry, and they extrap-
olate relatively low growth. Expectations for future fi nancial performance are 
too low. Following a period of sustained growth (point B), investors naively 
extrapolate the recent growth into the indefi nite future. Expectations are too 
high. Finally, at point C, investors reign in expectations and adjust stock prices 
to refl ect a more realistic outlook. 

 EXHIBIT 20.1    S-Curve Growth Markets Often 
Generate Perception Gaps 

  Source : Author analysis. 
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of companies. All that the researchers required for a company to get into 
the sample was that it had to be in the top 80 percent of all companies by 
market capitalization and have 50 percent or more of its sales in the defi ned 
industry. 

 Admittedly, this analysis is skewed toward innovative industries. How-
ever, one can argue that the sharper rate of change in the global economy 
is tilting the challenger/incumbent balance even more dramatically in favor 
of the challengers. Foster articulated the process of innovation in his path-
breaking 1986 book,  Innovation: The Attacker’s Advantage . 

 Specifi cally, the research shows that most of an entrant’s excess share-
holder returns versus its industry come in the fi rst fi ve years. In the subse-
quent fi fteen years, the entrant delivers total shareholder returns that are 
roughly in line with the industry. Twenty years after entry, a company’s 
stock tends to underperform its peers. 

 EXHIBIT 20.2   Eventually the Edge Wears Off… 

  Source : Foster and Kaplan,  Creative Destruction , 47. Reproduced with permission. 
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 That average clockspeeds are shortening does not mean that all sectors are 
changing equally rapidly. One of the factors underlying the average change is 
a shift in the composition of public companies. Eugene Fama and  Kenneth 
French show that the number of companies in the Compustat database rose 
70 percent between the mid-1970s and the mid-1990s. Most of the new 
companies, launched via initial public offerings, were smaller and faster 
growing than the existing companies. 4  Since more fast-clockspeed compa-
nies have been added to the market mix over the past twenty-fi ve years or 
so, the average clockspeed has shrunk. But the evidence shows that some 
companies can and do sustain high economic returns for a long time. 5  

 Investors care about clockspeed because of its close link to sustainable 
competitive advantage. Robert Wiggins and Timothy Ruefl i did an empir-
ical study of the sustainability of excess returns.   They defi ned persistent 
superior economic performance as “statistically signifi cant above average 
performance relative to a reference set that persists over a long period of 

EXHIBIT 21.1 Clockspeeds in Sample Industries

Industry Product Clockspeed Process Clockspeed

Fast-Clockspeed Industries

Personal computers � 6 months 2–4 years
Toys and games � 1 year 5–15 years
Semiconductors 1–2 years 3–10 years
Cosmetics 2–3 years 10–20 years

Medium-Clockspeed Industries

Automobiles 4–6 years 10–15 years
Fast food 3–8 years 5–25 years
Machine tools 6–10 years 10–15 years
Pharmaceuticals 7–15 years 5–10 years

Slow-Clockspeed Industries

Commercial aircraft 10–20 years 20–30 years
Tobacco 1–2 years 20–30 years
Petrochemicals 10–20 years 20–40 years
Paper 10–20 years 20–40 years

Source:  Fine, Clockspeed, 239. Reproduced with permission.
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 1. Don’t look too far ahead:   Most people believe that great players strategize 

by thinking far into the future, by thinking 10 or 15 moves ahead. That’s just 

not true. Chess players look only as far into the future as they need to, and that 

usually means thinking just a few moves ahead. Thinking too far ahead is a 

waste of time: The information is uncertain. 

 2. Develop options and continuously revise them based on the changing condi-

tions (see exhibit 22.1):   Great players consider their next move without playing 

it. You should never play the fi rst good move that comes into your head. Put 

that move on your list, and then ask yourself if there’s an even better move. 

If you see a good idea, look for a better one—that’s my motto. Good thinking 

is a matter of making comparisons. 

 3. Know your competition:   Being good at chess also requires being good at 

reading people. Few people think of chess as an intimate, personal game. But 

that’s what it is. Players learn a lot about their opponents, and exceptional chess 

players learn to interpret every gesture that their opponents make. 

 EXHIBIT 22.1   Avoid Game Plans 

  Source : Sente Corporation. 
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decisions themselves help defi ne the landscape. Second, is the company 
pursuing the right strategies to improve its fi tness (i.e., economic value) 
over time given its landscape? 

 It’s important to note, though, that you can’t focus solely on the evolu-
tion of one company or industry because of the central role of coevolution. 
Actions trigger reactions. Sometimes companies cooperate with one another, 
sometimes they confl ict. Nothing happens in a void—companies are always 
jockeying to improve their position. 6  Further, the more dynamic   the fi tness 
landscape, the greater the necessary rate of adaptation. 

 To help answer the fi rst question, here are three broad types of land-
scapes: stable, coarse, and roiling (see exhibit 23.1): 

  •  Stable . These are industries where the fi tness landscape is reasonably stable. 

In many cases, the landscape is relatively fl at, and companies generate excess 

economic returns only when cyclical forces are favorable. Examples include 

electric and telephone utilities, commodity producers (energy, paper, metals), 

 EXHIBIT 23.1   Various Fitness Landscapes  

  Source : Sente Corporation. 
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EXHIBIT 24.1 Historical Tax Rates

Source: HOLT, American Council for Capital Formation.

EXHIBIT 24.2 Infl ation Rates

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.
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EXHIBIT 25.2 I’ve Fallen and I Can’t Get Up

 Technologya

(%)
Retailb

(%)

No turnaround 45 48
Nonsustained turnaround 26 23
Sustained turnaround 29 29

a Sample of 712 companies from 1960 to 1996.
b Sample of 445 companies from 1950 to 2001.
Source: HOLT.

be cheap based on poor economic returns. But buying a company that is 
cheap because of a temporary downturn is potentially very attractive if the 
market does not anticipate the turnaround. 

 Exhibit 25.2 shows what happens to companies that realize a downturn. 
The sample includes almost 1,200 companies from the technology and retail 
sectors. The data for the two industries are strikingly similar, and not particu-
larly encouraging: Only about 30 percent of the sample companies were able 
to engineer a sustained recovery. (Credit Suisse defi ned a sustained recovery 
as three years of above-average returns following two years of below-cost-
of-capital results.) Roughly one-quarter of the companies produced a non-
sustained recovery. The balance—just under half the population—either 
saw no turnaround or disappeared. Companies can disappear gracefully (get 
acquired) or disgracefully (go bankrupt). 

 This analysis also shows how long companies experienced downturns. 
For both retailers and technology companies, roughly 27 percent of down-
turns lasted only two years, and for both sectors over 60 percent of down-
turns lasted for less than fi ve years. In other words, the destiny of most 
fi rms that live through a downturn is determined rather quickly. 

 These mean-reversion and turnaround data underscore how strong and 
consistent competitive forces are. Most stocks that are cheap are cheap for 
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themselves in their competitors’s shoes. Consider the following quotation 
from the former chief fi nancial offi cer of a leading multinational paper 
company:

If you’re thinking about building a new paper facility, you’re going to base your 

decision on some assumptions about economic growth . . . What we never seem 

to factor in, however, is the response of our competitors. Who else is going to 

build a plant or machine at the same time?6

One simple yet powerful model in game theory is the prisoner’s dilemma.7 
Consider a case where two competing commodity producers must decide 
whether or not to add capacity at a cyclical peak. Exhibit 26.1 shows 
the payoffs. If competitor B adds capacity and A does not (upper right
corner), B gets a disproportionate payoff. Alternatively, if A adds and
B doesn’t (lower left corner), A gets most of the spoils. If both add capac-
ity (lower right corner), the aggregate payoff drops and neither A nor B do 
as well as if only they had added capacity. Finally, the industry payoffs are 
the highest if neither company adds capacity (upper left corner), but each 

EXHIBIT 26.1 Capacity and the Prisoner’s Dilemma

Source: Author analysis.
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Castles in the air—they are so easy to take refuge in. And so 

easy to build too.

—Henrik Ibsen, Master Builder

I see more predictions of future earnings growth at high rates, 

not less. A few people have taken the abstinence pledge, but 

it’s very few.

—Charlie Munger, Outstanding Investor Digest1

Compounding and Confounding

Managers and investors generally consider growth to be an absolute good. 
Managers routinely discuss stretch objectives and sometimes even embrace 
“big, hairy audacious” goals to motivate their employees and to impress 
their shareholders. Growth investors routinely seek companies that promise 
rapid, sustainable increases in sales and earnings.

But most investors do not intuitively understand the power, and onus, of 
compounding. To see how you stack up, take this little quiz:

One dollar today becomes how much when compounded over twenty 
years? Write the amount in the space provided.

27
Great (Growth) Expectations
On the Limits of Corporate Growth

Starting amount Compounded at (%) Becomes how much after 20 years?

$1  2 ________
$1  7 ________
$1 15 ________
$1 20 ________
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How acute is the potential gap between perception and reality? To check 
that, I fi rst looked at the distribution of ten-year sales growth rates (1997–
2006) for U.S. companies with base-year revenues in excess of $500 million 
(see exhibit 27.2). The average growth rate for that group was 6.2 percent, 
and less than one-third of the companies sustained double-digit nominal 
top-line growth. Further, these growth rates do not adjust for acquisitions, 
so the organic growth rate is almost surely lower.3

Next, I layered in projected three-year earnings growth for all companies 
with sales in excess of $500 million (2006 base). Even though the earn-
ings growth has been historically roughly 100 basis points higher than sales 
growth, the analytical point is unchanged. The average expected growth 
rate for this group, at 13.4 percent, is still roughly double the rates that 
companies achieved in the recent past (see exhibit 27.3). Also noteworthy is 
that the distribution of expected growth doesn’t include any negative rates.

What is the signifi cance of a 13 percent growth rate versus a 6 percent 
rate? Our compounding exercise shows that after twenty years at the 13 per-
cent rate, the end value is nearly four times higher. As companies get larger, 

27 %

16 %

13 %

Meet Only Revenue
Criterion

Meet Both Revenue and
Income Criteria

Meet All Value Creation
Criteria

EXHIBIT 27.1 Few Companies Achieve Sustainable Growth

Source: Worldscope database, Bain analysis.
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EXHIBIT 27.2  Frequency Distribution of Ten-Year CAGRs 

in Sales, 1997–2006

Source: FactSet and author analysis.
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EXHIBIT 27.3 Expectations Gap?

Source: FactSet and author analysis.
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sustaining double-digit rates becomes very diffi cult. So if past is prologue, 
the expected growth rates for many companies will have to come down.

The Bigger They Are, the Slower They Grow (or Don’t Grow)

The entire population of company sizes, like city sizes, tends to follow a 
distinct distribution.4 In models that replicate this distribution, scientists 
note that average growth rates are independent of size and that the growth 
rate variance declines with size. Call it the cone of growth.

Exhibit 27.4 shows this graphically. Here I looked at the ten-year com-
pounded annual sales growth rate for over 2,600 U.S. companies. The hori-
zontal axis is on a log scale. The chart shows that while the average growth 
rate for small and large companies is approximately the same, there is less 
likelihood that a large company will grow or shrink rapidly. Investors often 
call this the law of large numbers—big companies can’t grow as fast as small 
companies—but it’s more accurate to say that big company growth doesn’t 
vary much from the average growth rate.5

Readers who have gotten to this point may have the impression that all 
companies with high growth rate expectations are poor investments. Nothing 
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 Once researchers understood this collective ability, they decided to play 
a trick on the ants. In a controlled setting, the scientists placed two food 
sources at identical path lengths from the nest. As it turned out, the ants 
ended up using just one of the paths, although they chose at random. Why? 
Because they follow chemical trails, a couple more ants going down one 
path will attract other ants, triggering a positive feedback loop. So instead 
of fi nding an optimal solution, the ants have one crowded path and an 
equally long empty path. 

 Amazingly, though, nature anticipated this problem as well. As it 
turns out, ants periodically break from the main path and begin a ran-
dom search process again. The ants are “programmed” to strike a balance 
between exploiting a known food source and exploring for the next food 
source (see exhibit 28.2). Johnson calls this the “wild hair” alternative. 
The ants are hard-wired to seek diversity. 

EXHIBIT 28.1  The Collective Beats the Individual
The insert in the  fi gure shows the demonstration maze. The main 
fi gure shows the effect on the collective solution as more individuals 
contribute to it, for two different sets of random numbers. The 
number of steps of the collective is normalized by the average number 
of steps of the individuals contributing to the collective solution.
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 Getting a Diversity Degree 

 What do mazes and ants have to do with the challenging job of managing 
money? A lot, as it turns out. Physiologist Horace Barlow says that intel-
ligence is all about making a guess that discovers some new underlying 
order. This includes solving a problem, seeing the logic of an argument, 
or fi nding an appropriate analogy. 5    Where does investment intelligence 
come from? 

 Here is where Norman Johnson’s message is so important for investors. 
In well-defi ned systems, experts are useful because they can provide rules-
based solutions. But when a system becomes complex, a collection of indi-
viduals often solves a problem better than an individual—even an expert. 
This means that the stock market is likely to be smarter than most people 
most of the time, a point the empirical facts bear out. 

 To be an expert in a complex system like the stock market, Johnson con-
tinues, you need two essential features. First, you must be able to create a 
“simulation” in your head, allowing you to conceive and select strategies. 6  

EXHIBIT 28.2 The Wild Hair Alternative

Source: Sente Corporation.
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life of the Universe been repeated  one billion times , such a crash would still have 

been theoretically “unlikely.” 4  

 The pattern of many small events and few large events is not unique to asset 
prices. Indeed, it is a signature of systems in the state of “self-organized criti-
cality.” Self-organization is the result of interaction between individual agents 
(in this case, investors) and requires no leadership. A critical state is one where 
small perturbations can lead to events of many types. Self-organized criticality 
marks systems as varied as earthquakes, extinction events, and traffi c jams. 5  

 Is there a mechanism that can help explain these episodic lunges? I think 
so. As I have noted in other essays, markets tend to function well when a 
suffi cient number of diverse investors interact. 6  Conversely,  markets tend to 
become fragile when this diversity breaks down and investors act in a similar 
way (this can also result from some investors withdrawing). A burgeoning 

 EXHIBIT 31.1    Frequency Distribution of the S&P 500 Daily Returns, 
January 1978–March 2007 

  Source : FactSet, author analysis. 
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literature on herding addresses this phenomenon. Herding is when many 
investors make the same choice based on the observations of others, inde-
pendent of their own knowledge. Information cascades, another good illus-
tration of a self-organized critical system, are closely linked to herding. 7  

 What Fat Tails Mean for Investors 

 OK: Big changes in prices appear more frequently than they are supposed 
to. What does this mean for investors from a practical standpoint? I believe 
there are a few important implications: 

 •  Cause and effect thinking . One of the essential features of self-organized 

critical systems is that the size of the perturbation and that of the resulting event 

 EXHIBIT 31.2    Frequency Difference: Normal Versus Actual Daily 
Returns, January 1978–March 2007 

  Source : FactSet, author analysis. 
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roughly accurate most of the time allows analysts to use very robust prob-
ability statistics. For example, for a sample that follows a normal distribu-
tion, you can identify the population average and characterize the likelihood 
of variance from that average. 

 However, much of nature—including the manmade stock market—is 
not normal. 3  Many natural systems have two defi ning characteristics: an 
ever-larger number of smaller pieces and similar-looking pieces across the 
different size scales. For example, a tree has a large trunk and a number of 
ever-smaller branches, and the small branches resemble the big branches. 
These systems are fractal. Unlike a normal distribution, no average value 
adequately characterizes a fractal system. Exhibit 32.1 contrasts normal and 
fractal systems visually and shows the probability functions that represent 
the data. Fractal systems follow a power law. 4  

EXHIBIT 32.1  Probability Density Functions for 
 Normal and Fractal Systems

Source: Liebovitch and Scheurle, “Two Lessons from Fractals and Chaos.”  
Reproduced with permission.
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 Using the statistics of normal distributions to characterize a fractal sys-
tem like fi nancial markets is potentially very hazardous.   Yet theoreticians 
and practitioners do it daily. 5    The distinction between the two systems 
boils down to probabilities and payoffs. Fractal systems have few, very large 
observations that fall outside the normal distribution. The classic example 
is the crash of 1987. The probability (assuming a normal distribution) of 
the market’s 20-plus percent plunge in one day was so infi nitesimally low it 
was practically zero. And still the losses were a staggering $2 trillion-plus. 

 A comparison of a normal coin-toss game and the St. Petersburg game illus-
trates the point. Assume that you toss a coin and receive $2 if it lands heads 
and nothing if it lands tails. The expected value of the game is $1, the amount 
you would be willing to pay to play the game in a fair casino. I simulated 1 
million rounds of 100 tosses each, and plotted the payoffs in exhibit 32.2. Just 
as you would expect, I got a well-defi ned normal distribution. 6  

EXHIBIT 32.2 Standard Coin Toss Game

Source: Author analysis.
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 I then simulated the St. Petersburg game 1 million times and plot-
ted that distribution (see exhibit 32.3). While the underlying process is 
stochastic, the outcome is a power law. For example, half the time the game 
only pays two dollars, and three-quarters of the time it pays four dollars 
or less. However, a run of thirty provides a $1.1 billion payoff, but this is 
only a 1-in-1.1 billion probability. Lots of small events and a few very large 
events characterize a fractal system. Further, the average winnings per game 
is unstable with the St. Petersburg game, so no average accurately describes 
the game’s long-term outcome. 

 Are stock market returns fractal? Benoit Mandelbrot shows that by 
lengthening or shortening the horizontal axis of a price series—effectively 
speeding up or slowing down time—price series are indeed fractal. Not 
only are rare large changes interspersed with lots of smaller ones, the price 
changes look similar at various scales (e.g., daily, weekly, and monthly 

EXHIBIT 32.3 Fractal Coin Toss Game

Source: Author analysis.
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 On the other hand, centralized control fails for systems with suffi cient 
complexity. Scientists call these “complex adaptive systems” and refer to the 
components of the system as agents. Complex adaptive systems exhibit a 
number of essential properties and mechanisms: 3  

  Aggregation . Aggregation is the emergence of complex, large-scale behavior 

from the collective interactions of many less-complex agents. 

  Adaptive decision rules . Agents within a complex adaptive system take infor-

mation from the environment, combine it with their own interaction with the 

environment, and derive decision rules. In turn, various decision rules compete 

with one another based on their fi tness, with the most effective rules surviving. 

  Nonlinearity . In a linear model, the whole equals the sum of the parts. In 

nonlinear systems, the aggregate behavior is more complicated than would be 

predicted by totaling the parts. 

  Feedback loops . A feedback system is one in which the output of one iteration 

becomes the input of the next iteration. Feedback loops can amplify or dampen 

an effect. 4  

EXHIBIT 33.1 Complexity and Decision Making

Source: Sente Corporation.
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EXHIBIT 34.1 Top 30 S&P 500 Index Moves, 1941–1987

Date
Percent 
Change Explanation

10/19/1987 �20.47 Worry over dollar decline and trade defi cit; fear 
of U.S. not supporting dollar

10/21/1987 9.10 Interest rates continue to fall; defi cit talks in 
Washington; bargain hunting

10/26/1987 �8.28 Fear of budget defi cits; margin calls; reaction to 
falling foreign stocks

9/3/1946 �6.73 “No basic reason for the assault on prices”
5/28/1962 �6.68 Kennedy forces rollback of steel price hike
9/26/1955 �6.62 Eisenhower suffers heart attack
6/26/1950 �5.38 Outbreak of Korean War
10/20/1987 5.33 Investors looking for “quality stocks”
9/9/1946 �5.24 Labor unrest in maritime and trucking industries
10/16/1987 �5.16 Fear of trade defi cit; fear of higher interest rates; 

tension with Iran
5/27/1970 5.02 Rumors of change in economic policy. “The stock 

surge happened for no fundamental reason”
9/11/1986 �4.81 Foreign governments refuse to lower  interest rates; 

crackdown on triple witching announced
8/17/1982 4.76 Interest rates decline
5/29/1962 4.65 Optimistic brokerage letters; institutional and 

corporate buying; suggestions of tax cut
11/3/1948 �4.61 Truman defeats Dewey
10/9/1974 4.60 Ford to reduce infl ation and interest rates
2/25/1946 �4.57 Weakness in economic indicators over past week
10/23/1957 4.49 Eisenhower urges confi dence in economy
10/29/1987 4.46 Defi cit-reduction talks begin; durable goods 

orders increase; rallies overseas
11/5/1948 �4.40 Further reaction to Truman victory over Dewey
11/6/1946 �4.31 Profi t taking; Republican victories in elections 

presage defl ation
10/7/1974 4.19 Hopes that President Ford would announce 

strong anti-infl ationary measures
11/30/1987 �4.18 Fear of dollar fall
7/12/1974 4.08 Reduction in new loan demands; lower  infl ation 

previous month
10/15/1946 4.01 Mean prices decontrolled; prospects of other 

decontrols

(Continued )
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EXHIBIT 34.1 Top 30 S&P 500 Index Moves, 1941–1987 (Continued )

Date
Percent 
Change Explanation

10/25/1982 �4.00 Disappointment over Federal Reserve’s  failure to 
cut discount rates

11/26/1963 3.98 Confi dence in Johnson after Kennedy 
 assassination

11/1/1978 3.97 Steps by Carter to strengthen dollar
10/22/1987 �3.92 Iranian attack on Kuwaiti oil terminal; fall in 

markets overseas; analysts predict lower prices
10/29/1974 3.91 Decline in short-term interest rates; ease in 

future monetary policy; lower oil prices

Source: Cutler, Poterba, and Summers, “What Moves Stock Prices?” 8. Reproduced with permission.

 Investor Risks 

 As this discussion illustrates, investors should be wary of explanations for 
market activity. Investors that actively seek explanations for the market’s 
moves risk one of two pitfalls. 

 The fi rst pitfall is confusing correlation for causality. Certain events may 
be correlated to the market’s moves but may not be at all causal. In one 
extreme example, Cal Tech’s David Leinweber found that the single best 
predictor of the S&P 500 Index’s performance was butter production in 
Bangladesh. 7  While no thoughtful investor would use butter production 
for predicting or explaining the market, factors that are economically closer 
to home may also suggest faulty causation. 

 The second pitfall is anchoring. Substantial evidence suggests that people 
anchor on the fi rst number or piece of evidence they hear to explain or describe 
an event. In one example, researchers asked participants to estimate the per-
centage of African countries in the United Nations. But before answering, the 
participants watched the research leader spin a wheel of fortune numbered 
one to one hundred. When the wheel landed on ten, one group of partici-
pants guessed 25 percent. When the wheel landed on sixty-fi ve, another group 
guessed 45 percent. 8  This example may appear frivolous, but investors make 
serious fi nancial decisions under the infl uence of similar anchors. 
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EXHIBIT 34.2  Top 30 S&P 500 Index Moves, September 2001– March 
2007

Date
Percent 
Change Explanation

07/24/2002 5.73 Investment community decides market overdue 
for at least a short-term rally; Congressional 
agreement on corporate-reform law

07/29/2002 5.41 Sense among investors that stocks have fallen too 
far

09/17/2001 �4.92 First day of trading following 9/11
10/15/2002 4.73 Better-than-expected corporate profi ts send stocks 

surging for fourth straight day
09/03/2002 �4.15 Market declines in Europe and Japan and weak 

U.S. and European manufacturing numbers; 
talk of more problems among Japanese banks

08/14/2002 4.00 Money moves from bonds to stocks; relief certifi -
cation deadline passes, and short covering

10/01/2002 4.00 Positive earnings news; Iraq’s agreement to let 
U.N. inspectors return, and strong economic 
news

10/11/2002 3.91 Another surge in Chicago Board Options 
Exchange volatility and short covering

09/24/2001 3.90 Foreign markets (except Japan) report gains; 
clear optimism in insurance and energy sectors; 
reduced fear of terrorism; and short covering

07/19/2002 �3.83 Continuing concern about accounting profi ts
05/08/2002 3.75 A gentle hint from Cisco Systems about a possible 

coming business recovery is enough to spark a 
monster stock rally

07/05/2002 3.67 Short covering
03/17/2003 3.54 News that the White House has dropped its sput-

tering diplomatic efforts and appears to be pre-
paring for war with Iraq

03/24/2003 �3.52 Fears that the war in Iraq could be longer and 
more diffi cult than investors had anticipated

10/10/2002 3.50 Short covering; The Chicago Board Options 
Exchange’s volatility index pushes above fi fty—
refl ects exaggerated level of investor worry

02/27/2007 �3.47 Concern over high Chinese stock valuations and 
decision by People’s Bank of China to drain 
liquidity from banking system cause strong sell 
off in Chinese market; spills over globally

(Continued )
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EXHIBIT 34.2  Top 30 S&P 500 Index Moves, September 2001– March 
2007 (Continued )

Date
Percent 
Change Explanation

03/13/2003 3.45 United States expresses a willingness to delay until 
the following week a vote of using force to dis-
arm Iraq

08/05/2002 �3.43 Weaker-than-expected U.S. employment report
07/10/2002 �3.40 Waning confi dence in the market and in 

corporate integrity
01/02/2003 3.32 Anticipation of increased corporate spending; 

announcement that Bush’s economic stimulus 
package will be released the following week

07/22/2002 �3.29 Bush affi rms support for Treasury Secretary Paul 
O’Neill and takes some potshots at Wall Street

08/08/2002 3.27 Fed schedules monetary-policy meeting; IMF 
$30 billion bailout of Brazil; and Citigroup 
announces a series of corporate-governance 
measures

09/27/2002 �3.23 Lack of consumer confi dence and negative earn-
ings news

09/20/2001 �3.11 Political and economic uncertainty
09/19/2002 �3.01 Bad corporate news and housing construction 

falls for third straight month
08/06/2002 2.99 Anticipation of interest-rate cut
08/01/2002 �2.96 Report shows slowed manufacturing growth; 

unemployment worsening; government revises 
economic growth rates down

01/24/2003 �2.92 North Korea’s nuclear threat; Mideast instabil-
ity; the war against terrorism and rising tensions 
with European allies

06/17/2002 2.87 Bargain hunting in tech sector due to an oversold 
market

01/29/2002 �2.86 Accounting questions surface at more big com-
panies

Source: Wall Street Journal, New York Times, author analysis.

 The stock market is not a good place to satiate the inborn human desire 
to understand cause and effect. Investors should take nonobvious explana-
tions for market movements with a grain of salt. Read the morning paper 
explaining yesterday’s action for entertainment, not education. 
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 No one completely understands the mechanisms that yield power laws, 
but there are a number of models or processes that generate them. 7  Per-
haps the best known is “self-organized criticality”—a model popularized by 
theoretical physicist Per Bak.   Bak suggests a scene where a child is at a beach 
letting sand trickle down into a pile. At fi rst the pile is relatively fl at and the 
grains remain close to where they fall. Once the pile becomes steeper, addi-
tional grains will periodically trigger a little sand slide. A while longer and 
the sand slides will be as big as the pile itself. The system is in a “critical” 
state—between steady state and randomness. Once the pile is in a critical 
state, additional grains produce sand slides of varying magnitudes and the 
sizes of the sand slides follow a power law. 8  

EXHIBIT 35.1 Rank and Size of U.S. Cities, 1790–1990

Source: Batten, Discovering Artifi cial Economics, 165.  Reproduced by permission of 
Westview Press, a member of Perseus Books, L.L.C.
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 There are aspects of the sand-pile metaphor that are useful for think-
ing about social systems. For one, the economic systems are clearly self-
organizing. That is, most companies, cities, and countries are the result of 
interactions among individuals, not of central planning. Also, there is a 
sense of a critical state. In a physical system, a critical point is one where a 
small change produces a phase transition—for example, water freezes as the 
temperature drops below zero degrees centigrade. Economists do not defi ne 
critical points as clearly for economic systems, but we do know that indi-
viduals neither stay at the same company forever (steady state) nor haphaz-
ardly jump from company to company (randomness). Axtell has captured 
these features through an agent-based model to explain fi rm and city sizes. 
His model yields results that are consistent with the empirical data. 9  

 Catch the Power 

 There are a number of ways that an understanding of power laws helps 
investors. The fi rst way builds off Axtell’s work on company size. Given 

 EXHIBIT 35.2   Sales and Cumulative Probability for U.S. Firms, 1997 

  Source : Axtell, “Zipf Distributions of U.S. Firm Sizes,” 1819. Reproduced with permission. 
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EXHIBIT 36.1 Distribution for Species, City, and Company Sizes

very few large ones. 1  In nature, there are lots of ants—the combined weight 
of ants is larger than the combined weight of humans—but very few ele-
phants. Similarly, we have many small companies and a modest number of 
huge ones. Exhibit 36.1 shows examples of these distributions side by side. 

 Take species for a moment. Why are large carnivorous animals, like 
tigers, relatively rare, while small animals, like termites, are so abundant? 
Ecologists answer by pointing out that all animals have a niche—not just a 
physical location, but a real place in the grand scheme of things. A species 
must not only survive in its home; it must successfully interact with the 
other plant and animal species that share that home. 

 The niche idea, though, still doesn’t explain why the distribution of 
species looks the way it does. That insight came from Oxford’s Charles 
Elton, who noted that larger animals need smaller animals to sustain them. 
(Animals rarely prey on larger animals.) So, Elton reasoned, with every 
increment in body size, there should be an associated loss in numbers. He 
called this fact of life the “Pyramid of Numbers.” Big fi erce animals are 
rare because they have fewer sources of energy than smaller animals. 2  The 
species power law distribution is a natural outcome of interacting animals 
constrained by the laws of physics. 3  

 What does this have to do with the stock market? Investors should pay 
attention to these distributions for three reasons. First, companies, like spe-
cies, fi t into niches. Thinking about these niches and how they change can 
provide some insight into a company’s growth potential. 

Source: Marquet et al., “Lifespan, Reproduction, and Ecology”; van Marrewijk, “International Trade and the World 
Economy,” http://www.few.eur.nl/few/people/vanmarrewijk/international/zipf.htm; Axtell, “Zipf Distributions,” 
1819. Reproduced with permission.
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 2.  Variances of fi rm-growth rates decrease with size . 5  My analysis suggests that 

median growth rates are stable across a large sample of U.S. public companies 

(sales of $100 million or more) but that the variance in growth narrows sub-

stantially (see exhibit 36.2). On one level, this observation is common sense—

large companies represent a substantial percentage of the GDP, so it’s unlikely 

that they will outstrip it to any meaningful degree. (The Fortune 50 represent 

about 35 percent of the GDP.) Yet companies that launch into the Fortune 

50 are often those that have realized strong past growth, setting up a potential 

 investor-expectations mismatch. 

 This empirical fi nding is consistent with stochastic models similar to Gibrat’s 

law. This law, also known as the law of proportionate effect, says that a fi rm’s 

growth rate is independent of its size. With some modifi cations, applying 

Gibrat’s law to a sample of companies generates a Zipf distribution. Classical 

microeconomics has no satisfactory models to explain these fi ndings. 6  

EXHIBIT 36.2  Shrinking Variance of Sales Growth in Relation to 
Sales Base

Source: FactSet, author analysis.
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 3.  The growth for large companies often stalls . This was the conclusion of a detailed 

study by the Corporate Strategy Board. 7  The research argued that once companies 

reach a suffi cient sales level, they see their growth rate stall. That stall level has risen 

over the decades but looked to be in the $20 to $30 billion area in the late 1990s. 

 Exhibit 36.3 shows the average annual growth rate for companies entering into 

the Fortune 50 (a ranking based on sales). The data show that companies often 

enjoy strong growth rates before making the top fi fty but tend to have rather 

anemic growth once they attain that group. The high growth rate in the fi rst year 

suggests that acquisitions catapult many companies into the Fortune 50. 

 4.  Most industries follow an identifi able life cycle . 8  Early on, an industry tends 

to see substantial growth and entry, then meaningful exit and high economic 

returns (for the survivors), followed by gradual growth deceleration. In mature 

stages, companies have muted growth and economic returns close to competi-

tive equilibrium. Large companies tend to be mature companies. 

EXHIBIT 36.3  Average Annual Growth Rate for Companies Entering 
the Fortune 50

Source: Reprinted with permission from Corporate Strategy Board, “Stall Points,” 15. Copyright 
1998 AAAS.
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 Advising companies what to do in the face of slowing growth is an 
industry in and of itself. It is true that large companies have a diffi cult 
time innovating as successfully as smaller companies for a host of reasons. 
I enthusiastically recommend a book by Clayton Christensen and Michael 
Raynor,  The Innovator’s Solution , which provides managers with a useful 
innovation framework. But the truth is that not all companies can grow 
rapidly forever. 

 Extrapolative Expectations 

 A review of the evidence on fi rm size and growth rates suggests that investors 
should temper their growth expectations as companies get larger. But the 
reality is that investors tend to extrapolate from the recent past and hence 
miss declining growth rates. According to Chan, Karceski, and Lakonishok: 

 Market valuation ratios have little ability to sort out fi rms with high future growth 

from fi rms with low growth. Instead, in line with the extrapolative expectations 

hypothesis, investors tend to key on past growth. Firms that have achieved high 

growth in the past fetch high valuations, while fi rms with low past growth are 

penalized with poor valuations. 9  

 Data from the Corporate Strategy Board support this point. Its mul-
tidecade study shows that roughly two-thirds of the companies that hit 

EXHIBIT 36.4 Total Shareholder Return—Largest 50 Versus S&P 500

Note: Through 3/30/07.
Source: FactSet, Ibbotson, author analysis.
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EXHIBIT 36.5  Large Companies: Present Value of Cash Flows from 
Existing Assets Versus Future Investments

Company 
Symbol Company

Market Cap 
in $ Millions

PV of CF from 
Existing Assets

NPV of CF 
from Future 
Investment

XOM Exxon 
Mobil Corp.

429,567 92  8

GE General 
Electric Co.

363,611 67 33

MSFT Microsoft Corp. 272,912 47 53
C Citigroup Inc. 254,030 75 25
T AT&T Inc. 246,207 98  2
BAC Bank of America 

Corp.
227,499 64 36

PG Procter & Gamble 
Co.

199,294 51 49

WMT Wal-Mart Stores Inc. 193,643 69 31
MO Altria Group Inc. 184,396 57 43
PFE Pfi zer Inc. 178,761 80 20
AIG American Inter-

national Group 
Inc.

174,878 54 46

JNJ Johnson & Johnson 174,451 49 51
BRK.A Berkshire Hathaway 

Inc.
168,151 68 32

JPM JPMorgan Chase & 
Co.

168,041 68 32

CVX Chevron Corp. 159,408 91  9
CSCO Cisco Systems Inc. 154,202 96  4
GOOG Google Inc. 142,468 48 52
IBM International Busi-

ness Machines 
Corp.

141,911 80 20

WFC Wells Fargo & Co. 116,026 62 38
COP ConocoPhillips 112,374 86 14

Average $203,091 70% 30%

Note: As of April 2007.
Source: FactSet, HOLT.
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Ben Graham once said, “In the stock market, value standards don’t deter-
mine prices; prices determine value standards.”3 Individuals don’t construct 
value standards based on intrinsic principles but rather are infl uenced by 
what other people do. Stock prices refl ect the collective actions of others. 
But we all don’t have equal potential to be infl uenced. We all have what’s 
called an adoption threshold, which is defi ned by how many other people 
must engage in an activity before we join in. Market extremes push the sen-
timent beyond the adoption threshold of nearly all investors. Such extremes 
can create, by defi nition, the conditions for a sentiment reversal.

Also, we interact more than ever. Scientists have made signifi cant strides 
in understanding the small-world effect—colloquially known as six degrees 
of separation—in recent years.4 One of the central ideas in the small-
world model is clustering, or the degree to which connections to one node 
 connect to another. For example, clustering expresses the likelihood that 
your friends are likely to know one another.

When modeling these networks, researchers discovered that just a few 
random links between local, clustered networks dramatically reduce the 
degrees of separation. Because of our modern, low-cost communications 
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 EXHIBIT 37.1   Disease Propagation 

Source: Mark E. Newman and Duncan J. Watts, Scaling and Per-
colation in Small World Networks.
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EXHIBIT 38.2 Self- Similarity of ROI on Multiple Levels

Note: CFROI, Cash fl ow return on investment. Source: HOLT.
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